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A family of heterometallic Anderson-type ‘wheels’ of general formula $[\text{M}^{\text{III}}_{2}\text{M}^{\text{II}}_{5}(\text{hmp})_{12}]\text{ClO}_4_4$ (where $\text{M}^{\text{III}} =$ Cr or Al and $\text{M}^{\text{II}} =$ Ni or Zn giving $[\text{Cr}_2\text{Ni}_5]$ (1), $[\text{Cr}_2\text{Zn}_5]$ (2), $[\text{Al}_2\text{Ni}_5]$ (3) and $[\text{Al}_2\text{Zn}_5]$ (4); hmp$^4_1=$ 2-pyridinemethanol) have been synthesised solvothermally. The metallic skeleton common to all structures describes a centred hexagon with the $\text{M}^{\text{III}}$ sites disordered around the outer wheel. The structural disorder has been characterised via single crystal X-ray crystallography, 1$^-$3D $^1$H and $^{13}$C solution-state NMR spectroscopy of the diamagnetic analogue (4), and solid-state $^{27}$Al MAS NMR spectroscopy of compounds (3) and (4). Alongside ESI mass spectrometry, these techniques show that structure is retained in solution, and that the disorder is present in both the solution and solid-state. Solid-state dc susceptibility and magnetisation measurements on (2) and (3) reveal the Cr–Cr and Ni–Ni exchange interactions to be $J_{\text{Cr-Cr}} = -1$ cm$^{-1}$ and $J_{\text{Ni-Ni}} = -5$ cm$^{-1}$, $J_{\text{Ni-Ni}} = 10$ cm$^{-1}$. Fixing these values allows us to extract $J_{\text{Cr-Ni}} = -1.2$ cm$^{-1}$, $J_{\text{Cr-Ni}} = 2.6$ cm$^{-1}$ for (1), the exchange between adjacent Ni and Cr ions on the ring is antiferromagnetic and between Cr ions on the ring and the central Ni ion is ferromagnetic.

Introduction

Heterometallic complexes containing transition metal ions have long been investigated across a breadth of chemical disciplines ranging from the synthesis of model complexes representing the active sites of proteins, molecular catalysts for water oxidation, the construction of supramolecular cages, capsules and porous materials, and the elucidation of magneto-structural relationships in molecule-based magnets. In the latter, heterometallic species have been employed to deliberately control exchange interactions in cyanide-bridged Prussian blue analogues, obtain enhanced magnetocaloric effects in cryogenic coolers, enforce spin frustration effects in high symmetry cages, study the origins of the slow relaxation dynamics in single-molecule magnets (SMMs) and single-chain magnets (SCMs), and for the development of molecules that may act as quantum bits (qubits). A prominent, though not being over-extracted example of the latter is the large family of compounds based on $[\text{Cr}^{\text{III}}\text{Ni}^{\text{II}}]$ rings. With this in mind, noting that recent reports of heterometallic 3d–3d cages are scarce in comparison to the plethora of 3d–4f species, we have initiated a project to examine the synthesis, structures and magnetic properties of heterometallic, mixed-valent species, beginning with the solution- and solid-state characterisation of $[\text{M}^{\text{III}}_{2}\text{M}^{\text{II}}_{5}]$ ‘wheels’ where $\text{M}^{\text{III}} =$ Cr, Al and $\text{M}^{\text{II}} =$ Ni, Zn.

A search of the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) reveals that for polymeric molecules containing both $\text{Cr}^{\text{III}}$ and $\text{Ni}^{\text{II}}$ ions with a nuclearity of four or more, there are only ten unique structure types, and all but three belong to the $[\text{Cr}^{\text{III}}\text{Ni}^{\text{II}}]$ family. Examples include $[\text{Cr}_4\text{Ni}_2]$ and $[\text{Cr}_8\text{Ni}_4]$ ‘linked rings’, wheels of varying size and metal ratios, such as $[\text{Cr}_6\text{Ni}]$, $[\text{Cr}_5\text{Ni}_2]$, $[\text{Cr}_8\text{Ni}]$, $[\text{Cr}_7\text{Ni}_2]$ and $[\text{Cr}_9\text{Ni}]$, $[\text{Cr}_7\text{Ni}_2]$ and $[\text{Cr}_9\text{Ni}]$, $[\text{Cr}_7\text{Ni}_2]$ and $[\text{Cr}_9\text{Ni}]$, an ‘S-shaped’ $[\text{Cr}_{12}\text{Ni}]$ chain, an unusual linear $[\text{Cr}_4\text{Ni}_2]$ complex, and perhaps most pertinent to this work, a $[\text{Cr}_6\text{Ni}_4]$ wheel where the central $\text{M}^{\text{III}}$ ion is surrounded by a ring of $\text{M}^{\text{II}}$ ions.

The seven-membered centred wheel (or Anderson-type structure) is a well-known topology for homometallic 3d transition metal cluster compounds. These include numerous examples of $\text{Ni}_7$, $\text{Co}_7$, $\text{Mn}_7$ and $\text{Fe}_7$ species, with $\text{Cu}_7$ and $\text{Zn}_7$ examples known, but less
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Experimental

Materials and physical measurements

All chemicals were procured from commercial suppliers and used as received (reagent grade). Elemental analyses for C, H, N and metal ions on all compounds were performed by Medac Ltd. Caution: Perchlorate salts of metal complexes with organic ligands are potentially explosive.

Synthesis of [Cr2Zn5(hmp)12](ClO4)4·9MeOH (2)

Zn(ClO4)2·6H2O (0.372 g, 1 mmol), Cr(NO3)3·9H2O (0.200 g, 0.5 mmol) and NaOMe (0.162 g, 3 mmol) were dissolved in MeOH (24 mL) to give a cloudy pink solution. Upon full dissolution, hmpH (0.285 mL, 3 mmol) was added dropwise and the reaction was left overnight with continuous stirring. 12 mL samples of the resulting cloudy white solution were heated in Teflon-lined autoclaves at 100 °C for 12 hours. After slowly cooling to room temperature the reaction vessels were allowed to sit undisturbed for 24 hours yielding white, plate-shaped crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction. Yield 0.075 g (16.1% by Zn weight). Anal. calcéd (%) for C72H72Cl4Al2Zn5O28: C 41.65, H 3.50, Al 2.60, Zn 15.75, N 8.22; found: C 40.96, H 3.30, Al 5.12, Zn 14.15, N 7.52.

X-ray crystallography

Diffraction data for samples 1–4 were collected using Bruker SMART APEXII (1) or Rigaku Oxford Diffraction SuperNova (2–4) diffractometers with MoKα (1, 2 & 4) and CuKα (3) radiation, and are given in Table S1 in the ESI.‡ An Oxford Cryosystems Cryostream 700+ low temperature device was used to maintain a crystal temperature of 120.0 K for all experiments. The structures were solved using ShelX and refined with ShelXL interfaced through Olex2. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined using anisotropic displacement parameters. H atoms were placed in calculated positions geometrically and refined using the riding model. Unit cell parameters for 2 were also obtained at T = 3.4 K – see the ESI‡ for details. CCDC: 1819131–1819134.‡
of 2 s, yielding the overall acquisition of 1 hour and 15 min. The 2D DOSY spectrum of 4 was acquired using the Bruker pulse program ledbgp2s. 32.35 Linear incrementation of pulsed field gradients (PFGs) from 2 to 100% of the maximum strength (53 Gauss cm−1) was used together with a diffusion time of 100 ms and eddy current recovery time of 5 ms. The length of the diffusion coding PFGs was 1.5 ms; all other gradients were 600 µs long. The PFGs were Chirp pulse shaped. The data were fitted using a single exponential function.

Solid-state NMR spectroscopy

Single pulse 27Al MAS NMR spectra were recorded on an Agilent 600 MHz NMR spectrometer (14.1 T) using 1.6 mm (30–28 kHz spinning speed) and 3.2 mm (15 kHz spinning speed) MAS NMR probes for compounds 3 and 4, respectively. The spectra are referenced to a 1 M AlCl3 aqueous solution and were analysed using VnmrJ software.

Mass spectrometry

Mass spectrometry was performed on compound 4 on a Synapt G2 (Waters, Manchester, UK) mass spectrometer, using a direct infusion electrospray ionization source (ESI), controlled using MassLynx v4.1 software. Due to the relatively low solubility of 4, it was dissolved in acetonitrile with 10% DMF at 50 µM. Prior to analysis, instruments were calibrated using a solution of sodium iodide (2 mg mL−1) in 50:50 water:isopropanol. Capillary voltages were adjusted between 1.5 and 2.5 kV to optimize spray quality, while the sampling cone and the extraction cone voltage were minimised to reduce breakdown of the assemblies. Source temperature was set at 80 °C. The data was analysed using MassLynx v4.1 software.

Results and discussion

Structural description

All four compounds are isostructural, and so for the sake of brevity we provide a generic description. The molecular structure of the cation of 1 is shown in Fig. 1, with pertinent structural data listed in Tables 1 and 2. All four compounds crystallise in the trigonal space group R3, with just the central metal ion, one outer metal ion, two hmp− ligands and two ClO4− anions in the asymmetric unit. This presents two distinct metal sites in the cationic cluster: the central metal is always an MIII ion [Ni (1, 3) or Zn (2, 4)] bridged to each outer metal ion via two µ3-OR groups belonging to two hmp− ligands. Symmetry expansion therefore reveals the central metal ion to have a [MIIIOM] octahedral coordination sphere. The six outer metal ions in the wheel are crystallographically equivalent: disorder is manifested with the MIII ions being equally distributed around all ring positions such that each site has an occupancy of 1/3 MIII and 2/3 MII, and an average charge of +2.33. This was modelled with a 5:2 substitutional disorder ratio of metal centres by splitting the unique site into two separate parts with identical, constrained co-ordinates and anisotropic displacement parameters – see CIF files for full details. Thus the metallic skeleton can be described as a centred [MIII2MII5] hexagon or wheel existing as three isomers whereby the two MIII sites are located at positions 1,2 1,3 or 1,4 (in a 2 : 2 : 1 ratio) around the ring (vide infra) (Fig. 5).

The outer metal ions are bridged to each other by one µ3-OR (hmp−) group on the ‘outside’ of the wheel and one µ1-OR (hmp−) group on the ‘inside’ of the wheel, their octahedral coordination geometries completed by two terminally bonded N-atoms from the same ligands. In total there are twelve hmp− ligands adorning the outside of the cage, six above and six below the plane of seven metal ions. Charge balance is maintained through the presence of four ClO4− anions, two of which sit directly above and below the plane of the metal ions, the three O-atoms closely associated with the three methylene
groups of the hmp$^-$ ligands (Cl–O⋯H(CH$_2$)$_2$ ≈ 2.7 Å). In the extended structure, the wheels of compounds 1–4 are arranged in layers in the $ab$ plane, the perchlorate anions sitting in between. This produces an aesthetically pleasing hexagonal close packed array when viewed down the $c$-axis (Fig. 2). There are numerous short inter-molecular contacts between the aromatic rings of the hmp$^-$ ligands on neighbouring wheels, with the closest C–C distances being ∼3.8 Å, and between the aromatic rings and ClO$_4^-$ anions, with closest C–O distances of ∼3 Å.

**Solution NMR spectroscopy of 4**

The 1D $^1$H (Fig. 3) and 2D $^1$H, $^{13}$C HSQC spectra of 4 (Fig. 4 and ESI Fig. S1‡) show a large chemical shift dispersion of resonances corresponding to the individual signals of the hmp$^-$ ligand. The 1D $^1$H spectrum is dominated by a number of overlapping signals corresponding to different environments of H1$'$ to H6 protons of hmp$^-$ ligands associated with different metal substitutions. This is due to a combination of unique through-bond and through-space effects in the individual complexes. In addition, the spectrum also contains signals of free hmpH originating from partially degraded 4 and some minor signals likely belonging to degradation products.

The H6 and H5 ligand resonances are generally shielded, while the CH$_2$ protons are mostly deshielded relative to the corresponding protons of free hmpH; the H3, H4 signals are less affected and protons of individual forms experience either shielding or deshielding. The largest spread of resonances is seen for diastereotopic H1$'$ protons, followed by H6 protons, likely due to their closer proximity to the metal ions.

The CH$_2$ resonances, as seen in the 2D $^1$H, $^{13}$C HSQC spectrum (Fig. 4), are particularly informative. The lack of rotation of this side chain causes the pro-$S$ and pro-$R$ protons to acquire a distinct chemical shift and a doublet character due to appearance of $^3J_{HH}$ couplings. Altogether 18 pairs of CH$_2$ resonances were identified, in perfect agreement with the model of the metal disorder (Fig. 5). The intensity of these cross peaks is non-uniform, indicating that not all metal occupancies are equally probable.

The heterogeneity deduced from the inspection of the CH$_2$ resonances is also seen for C3/H3 to C6/H6 sites (ESI Fig. S1‡). Here between 14 and 18 different correlations were identified.
for individual atom pairs. This reduction (maximum of 18) is caused by a degeneracy of chemical shifts in some structural isomers, resulting in signal overlap.

Complex 4 was further characterised by acquiring a diffusion ordered spectrum (DOSY) (Fig. 6). In this spectrum all $^1$H resonances of 4 are placed on one line indicating identical diffusion properties, i.e. hydrodynamic radius of all complexes. The DOSY spectrum also contains signals of hmpH appearing, as expected, at much smaller diffusion coefficients. The variations in diffusion coefficient of hmpH observed for individual protons is caused by the varying degree of overlap with the signals of 4, resulting in inaccurate positioning of its DOSY signals in the spectrum. Minor signal intensities seen slightly above or below the line of the main resonances of 4 correspond to areas with a poor signal-to-noise ratio and cannot be reliably interpreted as larger or smaller molecules.

Summarising the information provided by the solution-state NMR: even though it was not possible to associate the individual cross peaks to specific isomers of 4, the results show that solution-state NMR spectroscopy of diamagnetic metal complexes can identify, and to some extent, qualify their structural heterogeneity, also providing information on their relative sizes. The solution-state NMR confirms the metal disorder observed in their solid-state structures.

Solid-state NMR spectroscopy
Solid state $^{27}$Al MAS NMR was used to probe the local metal environments in 3 and 4. The diamagnetic analogue 4 contains a single $^{27}$Al resonance with second order quadrupole line-shape. The line-shape can be simulated by a single $^{27}$Al NMR site with $\delta_{iso}(^{27}\text{Al}) = 18.9(10)$ ppm, $C_Q = 5.25(5)$ MHz, and $\eta = 0.87(5)$, as illustrated in Fig. 7(a). The isotropic chemical shift value is characteristic of octahedral Al and the fairly large quadrupole coupling constant, $C_Q$, implies a distorted bonding environment. The three possible combinations of the Al positions on the outer parts of the wheel (Fig. 5) cannot be distinguished by solid state NMR, as the difference in isotropic shifts is negligible compared to the line-width, as also observed in ZnAl-layered double hydroxides, which contain a similar structural building block.

In contrast, the $^{27}$Al MAS NMR spectrum of paramagnetic compound 3 shows the presence of two different $^{27}$Al resonances with $\delta_{iso}(^{27}\text{Al}) = -550(40)$ ppm and $-940(60)$ ppm (Fig. 7(b)). The presence of paramagnetic Ni$^{2+}$ results in a contact shift in addition to the diamagnetic isotropic shift, which move the resonances outside the conventional chemical shift range for diamagnetic materials. To a first approximation, the hyperfine shift in inorganic materials is proportional to the number of neighbouring Ni ions. Thus, the 1,2 conformer has two Ni ions, whereas both the 1,3 and 1,4 conformers have three Ni ions as neighbours. We therefore assign the site at $-560(40)$ ppm to the 1,2 conformer, whereas the other two coincide to the second resonance at $-960(60)$ ppm. The resonances are very broad (20 kHz) due to fast relaxation caused by the paramagnetic Ni ions, and this does not allow us to resolve the 1,3 and 1,4 conformers.

Mass spectrometry
Electrospray ionisation mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) was carried out on a solution of 4 dissolved in acetonitrile and DMF, with the results showing that compound 4 is stable in solution as [M + 2H]$^{2+}$ (Fig. 8). The most intense peak in the spectrum corresponds to the ion [M + 2H]$^{2+}$ where M = [Al$_2$Zn$_5$(hmp)$_{12}$][ClO$_4$]$_2$ and appears at $m/z = 938$. The unfragmented 4+ cationic part of the complex remains associated with two of the perchlorate counter ions. We speculate that these are most likely the two that sit above and below the wheel as these have closer contacts to the cationic cluster. No other peaks could be identified from the spectrum. The
observed solution stability is in agreement with the findings from the solution-state NMR spectroscopy.

Magnetometry

The magnetic properties of [Cr$_2$Ni$_5$] (1), [Cr$_2$Zn$_5$] (2) and [Al$_2$Ni$_5$] (3) were modelled using Heisenberg models for the various possible configurations (a), (b), and (c) displayed in Fig. 9 and equivalently in Fig. 5. Due to symmetry, configurations (a) and (b) contribute with a weight of 2/5 to the average magnetic observables, whereas (c) contributes 1/5.

Our philosophy in attempting to fit the magnetic data for these rather complex and disordered molecules is to extract reasonably accurate values for the dominant exchange interactions using the simplest model possible, whilst avoiding ‘over-analysis’ and any exaggeration of the absolute precision of the parameters so-obtained. It is important to note that the employed model does not include additional (albeit small) contributions, such as anisotropies or next-nearest neighbour exchange interactions. Firstly, from compound 2 it was possible to fit $J_{\text{Cr-Cr}}$ as this exchange appears only in configuration (a). The respective Hamiltonian reads:

$$\hat{H} = -2J_{\text{Cr-Cr}}\hat{s}_1 \cdot \hat{s}_2$$

The measured data is consistent with $J_{\text{Cr-Cr}} = -1.0$ cm$^{-1}$ and $g = 2.0$ when fitted with this Hamiltonian (Fig. 10).

In order to model compound 3 two exchange interactions are necessary; $J_{\text{Ni-Ni,r}}$ for nearest neighbour exchange around the ring and $J_{\text{Ni-Ni,c}}$ for the exchange to the central Ni ion, fixing $g_{\text{Ni}} = 2.15$. Good agreement with the experimental data, as observed in Fig. 11, can be achieved upon with an antiferromagnetic interaction between nearest neighbours on the ring, $J_{\text{Ni-Ni,r}} = -5.0$ cm$^{-1}$, and a ferromagnetic interaction to the central Ni ion, $J_{\text{Ni-Ni,c}} = 10.0$ cm$^{-1}$.

Assuming that the obtained exchange parameters $J_{\text{Cr-Cr}}, J_{\text{Ni-Ni,r}}$, and $J_{\text{Ni-Ni,c}}$ do not change their values in 1, we can proceed to determine the remaining exchange parameters between Ni and Cr ions on the ring, $J_{\text{Cr-Ni,r}}$, as well as between a peripheral Cr ion and the central Ni ion, $J_{\text{Cr-Ni,c}}$. Looking at the magnetic susceptibility in Fig. 12(a) one notices that the experimental data show a stronger polarization at small temperatures than expected from a simple combination of the data of 2 and 3. Although one could speculate that such behaviour points at additional ferromagnetic interactions in 1, the fitting appeared more complicated and not fully conclusive. Indeed, we found...
two rather similar fits with opposite characteristics. In the first solution (solid coloured curves in Fig. 12), $J_{\text{Cr-Ni,r}} = -1.2 \text{ cm}^{-1}$, $J_{\text{Cr-Ni,c}} = 2.6 \text{ cm}^{-1}$, the exchange between adjacent Ni and Cr ions on the ring is antiferromagnetic, with that between Cr ions on the ring and the central Ni ion, ferromagnetic. For the second solution (coloured curves in Fig. 12), $J_{\text{Cr-Ni,r}} = 2.2 \text{ cm}^{-1}$, $J_{\text{Cr-Ni,c}} = -2.0 \text{ cm}^{-1}$; i.e. the inverse is true. For the spectroscopic splitting factors we assumed $g_{\text{Cr}} = 2.0$ and $g_{\text{Ni}} = 2.15$ as in 2 and 3.

Although the second data set appears to fit the susceptibility somewhat better, we believe that our measurements cannot discriminate between scenarios since the neglected single-ion anisotropy, especially of the Ni$^{III}$ ions, may play a more prominent role in 1. However, despite the limitations of the model and the simplistic methodology employed, agreement between experiment and simulation is remarkably good in all three cases, highlighting the advantage of being able to prepare and characterise all of the paramagnetic–diamagnetic ‘building blocks’ of the fully paramagnetic cage.

Conclusions

The solvothermal reaction between the perchlorate salt of M$^{II}$ ions and either the chloride or nitrate salts of M$^{III}$ ions in a basic solution of the hmPh ligand has yielded a new family of heterometallic Anderson-type wheels of general formula $[\text{M}^{II}_{2} \text{M}^{III}_{5}(\text{hmPh})_{12}]^{4+}$ (ClO$_{4}$)$_{4}$. The wheels display substitutional disorder in the positions of the M$^{III}$ and M$^{II}$ ions around the outside ring, which has been quantified and characterised through the combination of single-crystal X-ray diffraction, and solution- and solid-state NMR spectroscopy. This reveals the presence of three isomers, with the Cr$^{III}$ ions positioned at the 1,2,1,3 and 1,4 sites around the wheel. NMR and mass spectrometry data also confirm that the solid-state structure persists in solution. Magnetic susceptibility and magnetisation data for 1–3 was fitted in a sequential manner: the Cr–Cr exchange interaction was obtained from the data of complex 2, and the Ni–Ni exchange interactions were obtained from the data of 3. These values were then fixed, allowing the
Cr–Ni interactions in 1 to be extracted. The combination of solution- and solid-state techniques has therefore proved invaluable in the quantitative understanding of the physical properties of a large, complex, and structurally disordered molecule.
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